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Abstract. A theoretical model allowing to plot the breakdown voltage Vis as a function of

the product pd (pressure
x interelectrode distance) is presented for a D.C corona discharge. For

a parabolic point, it is shown that the Paschen curve can be generalized to inhomogeneous fields,
since the homogeneous fields are the asymptotic limit of this theory. The analytical expression

obtained from this model is finally plotted and compared to experimental results in nitrogen
and dry air.

Rdsumd. Un mod#ie thdorique permettant de tracer ie potentiel disruptif Vis en fonction

du produit pd (pression x distance inter41ectrodes) est pr6sent6 pour une d4charge couronne en

tension continue. On montre, pour une pointe parabolique, que la corbe de Paschen peut 6tre

g4n4ralis4e au cas des champs inhomogAnes, le cas du champ homogAne 4tant la limite asymp-

totique de cette thAorie. l'expression analytique obtenue h partir de ce modble est finalement

tracde et comparde aux r4sultats expdrimentaux obtenus dans l'air et l'azote.

1. Introduction

For homogeneous fields (parallel-plates gap), the conditions for a self-sustained discharge has

been well known for many years 11,4) In this case, the breakdown voltage VB is deduced from

the breakdown equation as a
function of the gap distance and the pressure, by introducing

the first ionization coefficient a, the attachment coefficient
Y/

(for electronegative gases) and

the secondary ionization coefficient i. a and
Y/ are generally well documented for many gases,

while informations on i are hardly available, depending on gases, surface materials, [4, 5).
Consequently, some discrepancies between theory and experiments observed for the Paschen

curve are mainly related to the uncertainties on the effective secondary coefficient i. Paschen's

curve is a quantitative expression of similarity law. The breakdown potential VB is a function

of the product (p refers to the gas pressure and d to the gap length) which is a measure of the

number of collisions an electron makes by crossing the gap. As long as this number remains

constant, the size of the ionization zone is close to the gap length d (i.e., the ionization zone

occupies the whole gap). A self-sustained discharge occurs when the electron regeneration is

ensured by i cathode feedback mechanism and not by external ionization agent.
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For inhomogeneous fields (point-to-plane gap), the difficulty increases because the coefficients

a, J/, depending on the field/pressure ratio (E/p),
are not constant in the interelectrode gap.

Furthermore, different microscopic mechanisms occur: they result'from collisions between the

background free electrons (produced by cosmic rays) and neutral species, and modify the total

number of free charges. As a consequence, a local space-charge field is produced in a limited

ionization region; the local electric field then results from the superposition of the geometric
electric field EG and the space-charge field EC- In these conditions, the size of the ionization

region is not constant with space and time. Consequently, the ionization coefficient i, which

is relevant to the secondary electrons coming from the discharge zone outside the limited

ionization region, cannot be easily defined.

In spite of these difficulties, V us.
pd plots were deduced from experiments performed many

years ago in a wire-to-cylinder geometry [2, 6-8). Paschen-like curves are also observed [9,10)
in a point-to-plane geometry. This paper shows that it is possible to deduced some general
results by comparing symmetrical (parallel-plate gap) and dissymmetrical (point-to-plane gap)
discharges.

In the first part of this paper, a theoretical model is presented and Paschen-like curves are

deduced. The second part is devoted to experimental results obtained in nitrogen and air Ii. e.

without significant space charge effect). In the third part, the theoretical and experimental
results are compared and analysed.

2. Theory

The observation of a V-I characteristic relation for a common gap shows two important regions
separated by an abrupt voltage transition. The current is given by the general expression:

I
=

M IO Ii

where IO is the current of the primary electrons and M the factor of multiplication.

2.I. HOMOGENEOUS FIELD. For homogeneous fields (parallel-plates gap), the first region
corresponds to the Townsend discharge with an overexponential multiplication of charges. The

abrupt transition is reached for the breakdown potential VB, when the discharge becomes

independent on the external sources of ionization. In this case
(symmetrical discharge) and for

steady state conditions, the factor M is given [3] by:

~
d + °(eXP(dd) lj

j~)
d a7(exp(&d) ii

where d is the effective first ionization coefficient defined by:

a
~ a ~. j3)

The breakdown criterion is reached when the denominator of (2) zero:

d ailexPldd)
11 =

°. (4)

For a non electronegative gas (J/
=

0), expression (4) is reduced to

I i[exp(od) ii
=

0. (5)

By introducing the first ionization coefficient [2-4,11-13]:

j
=

A exPl -BP/E) 16)
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we obtain the well known Paschen law [1-4):

VB
=

B
~

~~~~ (7)
l~( @ + l~(Pd)

The minimum is given by:

(VB)m
"

B(pd)m (8)

and:

jpd)m
=

j Injl + ill) j9)

where d is the natural logarithm number.

The coefficients A and B are well known for many gases [2-4]: we can then deduce i at the

minimum of Paschen, from equation (9):

1
~~ ~ ieXPiA~pd)m/dj ii' 11°)

These results are generally in good agreement with the experiments; the discrepancies mainly
result from the uncertainties on the secondary emission coefficient 7.

2.2. INHOMOGENEOUS FIELDS. For inhomogeneous fields (point-to-plane gap), the first

regime can be interpreted as a Townsend-like discharge. The factor M (2) becomes [5,14-17]
in the steady state assumption:

1 + /~
a

exp( /~ adz')dz
~f

~

0 0 (ii)
d z

I i a
exp( adz')dz

1 is then interpreted as an average on several elementary mechanisms (in the interelectrode

gap) for secondary electrons generation.
Then, the breakdown criterion can be written:

7 aexp( adz')dz
=

0 (12)
~

~~

where d refers to the point to plane distance.

For a non electronegative gas (J/ =
0), expression (12) becomes (13):

1 -1 aexp( adz')dz
=

0. (13)
~ ~

The first ionization coefficient
a can be expressed by introducing the geometric electric field.

For a parabolic point of radius R, at the distance z
from the plane, the electric field is given [6]

by:

~~~~ Id + R/2
~In(2d/R

+ 1)
~~~~

In this condition,
a (6) can be written:

o = ao exp(Cz/d) (15)
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with:

ao =

Apexpj-C(I+R/2d)j (16)

C
=

Bpd/V' (11)

and:
~

~'
ln(2d/R +1) ~~~~

By introducing a (15) in equation (13), we find-

~[exp(C) Ii
=

In(1 + (19)
C 7

and finally, using (16) and Iii)

V( exp(-B
~

~~ )(l exp(-B ~~ ))
=

ln(I + Ill). (20)
2d VB VB

By deriving this expression relatively to pd, we obtain the minimum:

jv~)~
~

Bjpd)~ j21)

with:

(pd)m
=

~~~'~~
ln(I + I Ii) (22)

where the geometrical factor F(R, d) given by (23).

F(R, d)
"

()
+ I) In(

(
+ I) eXPl) In(( + 1)) 123)

depends on the radius R of the point and on the point-to-plane distance d.

In the asymptotic limit (R/2d » 1), we find from equation (20)
:

pdexp(-B()
=

j In(1+ (24)
B 7

and from equation (23)
F(R, d)

=
d (25)

1.e. the general Paschen law for homogeneous fields (Eqs. (7) and (9))
In the case of an inhomogeneous field, it is also possible to deduce 7m at the minimum of

the plot V us. (pd), using equation (22):

?~ " lexPlAlpd)m/F(R, d)I 11'
~~~~

We obtain the Paschen-like law (20) assuming that the secondary ionization coefficient 7 takes

a constant mean value and that the gas is non electronegative. Furthermore, the geometrical

electric field is not constant in the interelectrode gap (14), that is when
z varies from zero to

d. In these conditions, the analytic expression for the first ionization coefficient o (6) must be

known m a wide range of ratio E/p. In addition, the Paschen-like law is not fundamentally

modified for an electronegative gas, since we have only to take care of the attachment in the

weaker field regions (i.e. near the plane z fir 0). In this case, the first ionization coefficient
a
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Fig. I. Comparison between the Vis
=

f(pd) theoretical curves m homogeneous and inhomogeneous
fields in nitrogen (7

"
0.02).

and the attachment coefficient
Y/

take very small values~(a/p, Yllp < p < 10~~ cm~~ Torr~~)

(lmbar
=

0.75 Torr) in oxygen and in air [13] and
/

adz' (Eq. (12)) is not significantly
o

changed when & is replaced by a (Eq. (15)). Keeping in mind these approximations, we apply
this theory to nitrogen and air.

The theoretical results are presented in Figures I and 2 where the parallel-plates and point-
to-plane cases are compared. For each application, the parameters A, B of the first ionization

coefficient a (6 and the secondary ionization coefficient i are introduced in equation (20), with

the data given in [4] (1.e. A
=

12 cm~~ Torr ~~, B
=

342 V cm
~~Torr~~, 7 ~

2 x
10~~ for

nitrogen and A
=

15 cm~lTorr~~, B
=

365 V cm~~Torr~~, 1=
10~~ for air) (I mbar

=
0.75

Torr). Figures I (nitrogen) and 2 (air), show that the minimum breakdown potential (VB)m
and the corresponding (pd)m values increase with the inhomogeneity of the field, that is when

the ratio R/2d decreases from infinite (parallel-plates case) to small values (the point-to-plane

case is given for R/2d
=

0.05 and 0.01). Furthermore, the slopes of the plots decrease for

(pd) values higher than the minimum (pd)m. These results must be interpreted by keeping

in mind that the secondary ionization coefficient 7 has not the same signification (neither the

same
value) in the parallel-plates and in the point-to-plane cases

(defined as the corresponding
number of secondary cathode electrons produced by ionic bombardment for a parallel-plates

gap and relative to the electrons produced in the volume surrounding the head of the streamer

for a point-to-plane gap). Furthermore, this model is only valid for extremely low currents

(1 ~IA), since the electric field distribution not being significantly disturbed by space charge
effects in this case.
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Fig. 2 Comparison between the Vis
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f(pd) theoretical curves m homogeneous and inhomogeneous
fields in air (7

"
0.01).

3. Experiments

3.I. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND CONDITIONS. Figure 3 shows that the discharge is

generated in a stainless-steel cell either between two parallel plates or in a point-to-plane
device. The point and the plates are stainless-steel too. The curvature radius R of the tip of

the rod is 0.I cm. The insulation of the rod is presented in Figure 4a. It can be seen that the

tip of the rod is alone submitted to the discharge, since the rod is totally insulated.

The potential applied to the point is positive in each experiment. The chosen point-to-
plane distance is d

=
I cm because the range of the pd products for which breakdown occurs

contains (pd)m value of the corresponding Paschen curve. In other cases, depending on the

Paschen curves relative to the various possibilities of breakdown in the cell, the discharge can be

initiated over larger distance than d (i.e. between the point and the cell) for the lower values of

pd product; so, the Paschen curve obtained is a "composite" one andjthe minimum breakdown

potential (VB)m and its corresponding (pd)m value are not rigorously defined (experimental
results are available in [10]).

Concerning the experiments in homogeneous field, it must be pointed out that the plates

are not designed with a Rogowsky profile. To prevent discharge from~initiating at the edges of

the disks, two insulating rings in PVC was added (Fig. 4b).

Moreover, it was not possible to reduce the pressure below 3 x
10~~ mbar (2.25 x

10~~ Torr)
before starting the experiment. So, a residual contamination (water, dust) could remain in the

cell during the measurements.

The following parts are devoted to the experimental determination of the VB
"

f(Pd) curves

in nitrogen and dry air. Some V-I characteristics are presented, correlated to the current

impulses observed using a 200 MHz digital oscilloscope.
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Fig. 3. Experimental set-up. I: microarrmeter. Vo: voltmeter measuring the power supply voltage.
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Fig. 4 a) insulation of the rod The tip of the rod is alone submitted to the discharge b) insulation

of the plates. Two insulating rings in PVC prevent the discharge from initiating at the edges of the

plates
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Fig. 5. Typical voltage-current characteristic m parallel-plates geometry at pressure about 1.33

mbar ii Torr) (from [3])

3.2. BREAKDOWN CRITERION AND PARTICULAR POINTS OF THE VOLTAGE-CURRENT CHAR-

AcTERIsTIc. The well-known typical voltage-current charact/ristic obtained m
parallel-

plates device is shown in Figure 5 (from [3]). In region I, an external ionizing source (UV
light, radioactive component) is necessary to produce and then, to measure the current I

The current is not self-sustained. In region 2, the measured
currint I is independent of the

ionizing source; the current is self-sustained- The transition to
self-/ustained discharge is called

breakdown and the corresponding interelectrode voltage is known as the breakdown voltage VB.

In our experiment, no external ionizing source is used; thus, no steady current is measured

in the region I, which is not observed on the V-I characteristics. Figure 6 shows a typical

V-I characteristic. Up to the potential l§, no current is measured; thus:

Vi=%-R~Ire% (27)

where Vi is the interelectrode potential, % the power supply voltage and R~ the loading
impedance (Rc =100 Mfl). An abrupt transition occurs at Vi, where a steady self-sustained

direct current flows in the external circuit followed by the collapse of the interelectrode voltage,

thus:

V2 G~ Vi RcI2. (28)

Further increase of % leads to an increase in the current (part JK of the characteristic in Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6 Typical V-I characteristic in point-to-plane configuration (nitrogen, d
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I cm and p =
5

mbar (3.75 Torr))

(19, 12) being the point of the characteristic at which the discharge becomes self- sustained,

one could define V2 as the breakdown voltage VB Nevertheless, when Vo is decreased from the

point K, the current decreases far below 12, Pointing out an hysteresis. Thus, it is possible to

define a potential, V3, at which the current vanishes. It will be shown in a next paper that V3

corresponds to the breakdown voltage that would be measured if an external ionizing source

was used.

The voltage-current characteristics will be discussed in parts 3 and 4 and Paschen curves are

presented in part 5.

3.3. PARALLEL-PLATES GEOMETRY: V-I CHARACTERISTICS. The current-voltage char-

acteristic in nitrogen for p =
2, 4 and 8 mbar (1.5, 3 and 6 Torr) and d

=
2 cm is shown in

Figure 7.

Over the part JK, the slope dV/dI re 0 and only a direct current flows in the external circuit

(see Fig. 8a): it is the self-sustained dark discharge. dV/dI
m 0 reveals that the increase in

current is not controlled by the space charge, but only by the external circuit (16 and Rc).
Whatever the pressure, the slope is never positive.

In K, an abrupt transition leads to the glow discharge where dV/dI < 0 (part KL). A recur-

ring state composed of transient current impulses superimposed to the direct component (see
Fig. 8b) is established. The current impulses must be related to the periodic formation of the

cathodic region, resulting from the development of a critical space charge in the interelectrode

gap.
As

a conclusion, our experimental current-voltage characteristics are to be compared with

the part JKL of the standard one shown in Figure 5.

3.4. POINT-TO-PLANE GEOMETRY. V-I CHARACTERISTICS

3.4 1. Breakdown m Nitrogen. An example of the point-to-plane current-voltage character-

istic is shown in Figure 9a for p =
3 mbar (2.25 Torr). On the first part of the curve

(JK),
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Fig. 7. Experimental current-voltage characteristics in parallel-plates geometry in nitrogen for

d
=

2 cm and p =
2, 4 and 8 mbar (1.5, 3 and 6 Torr). These characteristics must be compared to the

part JKL of the standard one m
Figure [5]

200 p~div

b

Fig 8. Nature of the current flowing in the external circuit. Over the part JK (self-sustained dark

discharge),
a direct current is measured (a). Recurring state composed of transient current impulses

superimposed to the direct component are observed in the glow discharge (b) (part KL). a: 5 mV/div.;
b: 10 mV/div

dV/dI re 0 and only a direct current is observed. As a first approximation, space charge is

then negligible and the increase in current is controlled by the external circuit; thus, V2 G~ V3.

On the part KL, the interelectrode potential is collapsed (dV/dI < 0) and a recurring state is

established with recurring transient current impulses superimposed to the direct component.
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As a conclusion, this V-I characteristic can be compared to the previous ones obtained in

parallel-planes geometry (Fig. 7).
For p =

5 (Fig. 9b), 13.33 (Fig. 9c) and 20 (Fig. 9d) mbar (3.75, 10 and 15 Torr),
a positive

slope in the part JK can be observed which grows with pressure. This slope indicates that

space charge is no more negligible. Nevertheless, because of the hysteresis, decreasing Vo allows

to describe a new part of the region JK where 1<12 and dV/dI re 0. Thus, the voltage V3 is

related to a space charge free interelectrode gap.

3.4.2. Breakdown in Dry Air- Analogue results are obtained in dry air and shown in Figure
10 for p =

1.5 (Fig. 10a) and 3 mbar (Fig. 10b) (1.125 and 2.25 Torr). Depending on the
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pressure, a positive slope in the part JK can be measured, but the hyiteresis allows to determine

a potential I corresponding to a space charge free state. as in the ~nitrogen case.

Nevertheless, a relevant discrepancy between nitrogen and dry air is observed for p > 8

mbar (6 Torr). As a matter of fact, as it is shown in Figure it for p =
20 miar (15 Torr),

the breakdown m dry air can be associated to the transition to glow discharge, I.e. the part

JK corresponding to the dark discharge does not appear on
the V-I characteristic One must

conclude that the breakdown potential measured is related to the formation of the critical

space charge responsible for the transition to glow discharge.
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3.5. DEFINITION OF THE BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE AND PASCHEN CURVES. Experimental

variations of Vi, V2 and V3 as a function of pd are shown in Figure 12, for nitrogen (Fig. 12a)
and dry air (Fig 12b). In order to compare the experimental results with the model which does

not take into account the perturbation of the space charge, the potential V3, corresponding to

the space charge free interelectrode gap, is chosen as the breakdown voltage VB. Moreover,

when breakdown is associated to the transition to glow discharge (in dry air), the breakdown

voltage is ignored.

A comparison between experimental VB
~

f(Pd)
curves in inhomogeneous and homogeneous

fields is presented in Figure 13, for nitrogen (Fig. 13a) and dry air (Fig. 13b). It can be noticed

that in both gases, the values of (VB)m and (pd)m are lowered in parallel-plates geometry.
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breakdown is associated to the transition to glow discharge .: Vo is increased. D: % is decreased.

Furthermore, the slope of the right-hand side of the Paschen curve is greater in homogeneous
field as it has been deduced in the theoretical part of this paper (cf. Figs. I and 2).

4. Comparison Between Theory and Experiments Discussion

Before to present a comparison between theory and experiments, it is interesting to do some

general remarks concerning the general features of VB
"

f(Pd)
curves. Firstly, one can observe,

for given R/2d Jnd pd values, an increase of VB when the secondary ionization coefficient i
decreases. This effect

can be explained keeping in mind that the self-sustained condition is

depending on the ionization mechanisms, the volume of ionization (resulting from the acceler-

ation of primary electrons by the increasing potential) and the effective secondary ionization

coefficient being strongly coupled. Secondly, when the ratio R/2d decreases, i.e. for a more

and more inhomogeneous field, the minimum breakdown potential (VB)m and the correspond-

ing (pd)m value increase while the slope of the breakdown potential d(VB)/d(pd) decreases for

(Pd) values higher than the minimum (pd)m. These general resultsl will be very useful in the

second part of this Section, in order to give an interpretation of thi results.

A comparison between theory and experiments is presented in Figure 14 in the point-to-
plane case when the ratio R/2d

=
0.05 (F(R, d)

=
3.72). The fit'is obtained using for the

secondary ionization coefficient in =
7.5 x

10~~ in nitrogen (Fig. 14a) and la =
5.6 x10~~

and 3 x
10~~ in air (Fig. 14b). These values are different from those used in a parallel-plates

configuration, because 7 has not the same signification in the point-to-plane case. Although
the results are in good agreement, one notices a discrepancy betwben the experimental and

theoretical slopes for (pd) values higher than the minimum ~pd)m. Tiis effect can be analysed,
keeping in mind that the deviation of experimental Paschen curv/s from theoretical results

(in the parallel-plates configuration)
can be interpreted as resulting ~from uncertainties on the

effective secondary ionization coefficient 1 [4]. In this spirit, it is interesting to present a first
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Fig. 13. a) Comparison between the breakdown potential Vis in homogeneous and mhomogeneous
fields as a function of pd in nitrogen. b) Comparison between the breakdown potential Vis m homoge-

neous and mhomogeneous fields as a function of pd in dry air.

(29) for a given R/2d ratio. Using the results presented in Figure 13, at the minimum (VB)m,
we

find E(0)/p
Ge 101.25 V cm~~mbar~~ (135 V cm~~ Torr~~) in nitrogen and E(0)/p G3

93.75 V cm~~mbar~~ (125 V cm~~Torr~~) in air. For these E(0)/p values, the i values

deduced from Figure Isa and lsb in nitrogen and air are closed to the minimum of i(E/p). As

a consequence, when (pd) is greater or lower than (pd)m, E(0)/p decreases or increases and i
increases (Figs. Isa and lsb). In these conditions,the constant i value introduced in the theory

is lower than the effective 7 value and the theoretical VB potentials are overestimated for a given
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the inhomogeneity of the field. Furthermore, the slope of the breakdown potential decreases

for (pd) values higher than the minimum (pd)m. Finally, it is important to notice that the first

ionization coefficient o (6) introduced in the theory must be only used in a limited E /p range [4],
these theoretical results keeping their validity only in this V/pd range. The determination of the

parameters A and B of (6) is very important in order to improve the agreement between theory
and experiment, in the homogeneous (Paschen) and inhomogeneous (Paschen-like)

case. The

dependence of the secondary ionization coefficient i on
the ratio E/p is also a crucial problem.

These questions are in progress.
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